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In this supplementary material, we provide more experiment details and visualizations about Polar-
BEV.

1 Experimental Details

Labels Generation The instance center labels are computed as a 2D Gaussian with standard de-
viation σx = σy = 3, centering at each instance center following previous method [1]. Each
centerness label is a tensor of shape 1×H ×W , indicating the likelihood of a pixel to be the center
of an instance. Given an instance center, the offset labels are the vectors pointing from all other
pixels of this instance to the center. We use the vehicle category to generate the segmentation label
by projecting its 3D box annotations onto the ground plane.

Training Details We supervise the segmentation branch with a top-k cross entropy loss, while L1
loss for the centerness branch and offset branch. Instead of supervising the main output, we also
calculate auxiliary loss for the output of each feature transformation with the same settings. After
that, we add the auxiliary loss to the main loss with a coefficient α. Finally, we balance the three
branches with a learnable weighting [2].

2 Visualizations

We provide more visualizations in Fig. 1. For each row, top shows the six camera views around the
vehicle and the ground truth segmentation label, while the bottom shows the predicted centerness,
offset, instance segmentation and segmentation results in turn.
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Figure 1: More visualizations on various scenes. Top shows the six camera views around the vehicle
and the ground truth segmentation label. Bottom shows the predicted centerness, offset, instance
segmentation and segmentation results in turn.
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